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4. A Remark on Kawakami’s Extension
of Lwner’s Lemma.

By Shunji KAMETANI and Tadasi UGAHERI.
Taga Koto Kogyo Gakko, IbaragL

(Comm. by S.x KAKEYA, M.I.A., Jan. 12, 1942.)

I. Recently M.Y. Kawakami, using Brelot’s "hypofonction "),
has proved the following theorem, which is an extension of LSwner’s
Lemmas).

Theorem of Kawakami. A domain D with boundary C in the
unit circle wl 1 in the w-plane is represented on the unit circle
z 1 in the z-plane by a simple function z=F(w) such that F(O)=O.
If a closed set E’ on C on wl= 1 is represented on a closed set E on
z]=l, then we have

measure of E measure of E’.

And the equality holds only when D coincides with the unit circle
wl 1, if E" is .of positive measure.

In this short note, we shall prove the first half of the above re-
sults under remarkably general conditions.

II. Let f(z) be a regular, bounded function lf(z) i 1 defined for
zl<:: 1. Let E be any set measurable or not on zl=l such that for
almost every point e of E, lim f(re)=f(e) exists and satisfies the

t->l-0

condition If(eO)l=l. Then we shall denote by E the set of such
boundary values f(e). We shall further denote by m’E, m.E and
mE the outer measure, the inner measure and the measure of E
respectively, measured by the arc-length along the unit circle.

Now the theorem we are to prove is as follows"
Theorem. If w=f(z) is an analytic function such that If(z) 1

for zl 1 and f(O)--O, then we have

m.E m*E’.

Proof. Given an arbitrary positive number , we can choose an
enumerable sequence of open arcs on the boundary Iw I=1, such that
the sum 0 of the sets of the sequence contains the set E and

(1) mOm*E’+.

Let E be the measurable subset of E such that mE=m.E). We shall
denote by C() and C’() the characteristic functions, defined for z=d,
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0 2= and w=e, 0 2=, of the sets E and O respectively.
Now consider the following Poisson’s expressions

-x-(2) u(z)=u(re’)=
= o l+r-2rcos(-O)

w-I 12= 1 R2

(3) U(w)= U(ReO)=
-o I /R2-2R cos (-)

of which both are harmonic and whose values are <:: 1 and 0.

Denoting U(f(z))-u(z) by V(z), which is harmonic and bounded
for zl<: 1, from the well known theorem of Fatoux), V(z) is expressed
by the following Poisson’s formula,

-I12 l-r2

V(z)= V(re)=- o 1-t-r-2rcos(-)
V()d

where V()=lim V(re) for almost all .
By the continuity of C’() at the point e of the open set O, U(w)

is also continuous at that point up to the boundary, so that we have,
from (3) for almost all points e of the set E,

(4) lim U(f(re)) lim U(w)=C’()=I,

where limf(re)=e, and on the other hand, from (2)
r->l

(5) lim u(re) C(e)= 1.

Similarly, for almost all points of the complementary set of E, we have

(6) lim U(f(ve)) ::> O, lim u(re)=C()--O
r->l r-->l

From (4), (5) and (6), we have V()0 for almost all
0 2, and consequently V(re) 0 for r <21, which shows

U(f(re)) a u(re*).

Putting r=O in the relation above, it follows immediately that

mO mE,

since U(0) and u(0) are the mean values of the boundary values of
U(w) and u(z) respectively.

It follows, from (1),
m*E’+m,E.

Hence, e being arbitrary, we have

m*E’

_
m,E.

Q. E. D.
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